
   
GLOC KUT 2077 IS 

DESCRIPTION            Product Data 

GLOC KUT 2077 IS is a light colored base oil. This product is designed from select stocks that 

provide excellent oxidation stability. Low viscosity inactive cutting oil designed especially for aluminum and 
magnesium.  Anti-mist additive is also incorporated to reduce airborne fog and mist in high speed 
applications.  

 
 
 

KEY PERFORMANCE BENEFITS 
 Additives to provide high film strength and lubricity 
 Excellent surface finish, dimensional accuracy and tool life 
 Superior wetting and cooling properties 
 Corrosion / rust protection of parts and machine 
  Low smoke and low misting tendencies 
 Excellent operator’s acceptance 
 Light color and low foaming 
 Outstanding oxidation stability 
 Non staining on both ferrous and non-ferrous metals 
 Excellent filterability  

 
 
 

TYPICAL PRODUCT APPLICATIONS 
GLOC KUT 2077 IS is recommended for most metal machining operations. It can be used for light duty 
machining and grinding of magnesium, aluminum and their alloys. Also, glass grinding and honing. It 
enables the machine operator to better observe and control the machining process.  

 

 

 

 

METALWORKING FLUIDS * AIRCRAFT * INDUSTRIAL * AUTOMOTIVE 

 

GREAT LAKES OIL COMPANY, INC. 

3649 Lane Road Ext., Unit 305 

Perry, Ohio  44081 

P: 440.352.9050   F: 440.639.8010 

          USA Toll Free   1(800).352.9050 

    Web page:    www.greatlakesoil.com  

     E-mail:    glocsales@greatlakesoil.com  

  

 

GLOC- CUT 2077 IS cf-165 



TYPICAL PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

 

Color 

Appearance 

yellow 

Clear, Liquid 

Odor Characteristic 

Flash Point,  (COC) *F 375 *F     

Specific Gravity    @ 60*F 

Density  (LBS/GAL) 

0.8502 

7.080 

Viscosity @ 100 *F  55 - 70  SUS  

Viscosity @ 40* C 9.0 – 13.0 cSt  

 

 

To obtain samples please contact our 

customer service representative. 

 

  

  

  

  
 

The outstanding physical characteristics of this product coupled with the cost / performance ratio 

justify looking at replacing your present Cutting Fluid.  

 

 

 

 

Storage/Handling/Disposability 
No health or safety hazards exists when Gloc Kut 2077 IS metalworking fluids are stored, used and 
disposed of in accordance with instructions given on the Material Safety Data Sheet for this product. 
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